Here's a news tip for you — all notions of men are testosterone impaired.

The conclusion was reached by the women who participated in an investigative report exploring the sometimes despicable behavior of men towards women in public situations. This was a startling, ground breaking report.

Hidden cameras followed an attractive blind woman as she walked down the street in front of a construction site during lunch hour. This woman strutted by construction workers on their lunch hour wearing a red, trashy-type dress that fit like last year’s snickerskin. In fact, she looked like she was about to come out of it. The hem barely covered her assets and the top was cut low as it could go and still be legal. She pranced along on red, stiletto heels as if she were wearing this get-up in front of that going construction worker gang.

Guess what? There was an eruption of wolf howls, whistles, and catcalls. Disgusting, to be sure, but certainly not a shock, given the big city setting. What was surprising, though, was the reaction from all the men, shared a lot of wolf howls, whistles, and catcalls.